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Avaliação
• ASSUNTOS: kinds of stages, The Lion King, The Importance of being Ernest, Macbeth (Vocabulary),
verbs + infinitive or gerund, vocabulary (page 54), Project “Teach us something cool”
(Vocabulary, phrasal verbs, idioms, slangs), let, must, should, need to, (not) be allowed to, have
to, had better, be supposed to.
Instruções:
Leia atentamente cada questão antes de resolvê-la. A interpretação faz parte da avaliação.
Não é permitido o uso de corretivo, rasuras acarretarão a anulação da questão.
Na resolução de cada questão deverão constar os cálculos necessários (para exatas).
Preencher o gabarito totalmente a caneta (preta ou azul), pois a revisão só será realizada quando o gabarito
estiver corretamente preenchido.
 Esta prova contém 8 questão fechadas ( 01 a 08 ), assim, seu gabarito deverá ser preenchido apenas com a
numeração correspondente a estas questões. A questão aberta segue a numeração 09 a 18.
 As questões abertas devem ser resolvidas a caneta. Questões resolvidas a lápis, ainda que parcialmente,
não dão direito a posteriores reclamações sobre a correção feita pelo professor.
 Para uma possível revisão, é necessário que todas as instruções acima tenham sido seguidas.






GABARITO

COMO
PREENCHER?

Choose the best answers:
Question 01

Marks: 0,5
What does it mean “To cut a long story short”?

A) to tell funny stories or jokes
B) to ignore a deal
C) to tell lies
D) to leave out details in a narration story
E) not to tell a story or a secret
Question 02

Marks: 0,5

A) Babe
B) Give up
C) Hold on
D) A piece of cake
E) Offside
Question 03

Marks: 0,5

___________________________________. He’s not arrogant as you think!

A) Where’s a will, there’s a way
B) It costs an arm and a leg
C) Actions speak louder than words
D) I know by heart
E) Don’t judge the book by its cover

Question 04

Marks: 0,5
The meaning of “awkward” is:

A) art requiring special skill, especially manual skill; detailed.
B) causing or feeling uneasy embarrassment or inconvenience.
C) an event promoted by the king and his family.
D) a group of people from a certain region.
E) to hold something firmly.
Question 05

Marks: 0,5
“A piece of cake” means:

A) very special
B) very frustrating
C) very easy
D) very tasty
E) very weird

Question 06

Marks: 0,5
If I don’t like something, I…

A) don’t buy it
B) don’t fancy it
C) don’t understand it
D) don’t know the origin
E) don’t judge it

Question 07

Marks: 0,5
What’s “to know by heart”?

A) To meet a person and fall in love
B) To love to study a subject
C) To study heart diseases
D) To have memorized something completely
E) No to be sure about something

Question 08

Marks: 0,5

A) to say “when pigs fly”
B) to give away
C) to cost them an arm and a leg
D) to know it by heart
E) to judge the book by its cover

Question 09
Marks: 0,5
“The players jumped up and down and chanted ‘See you Wednesday’, hoping to persuade Coughlin
to give them Monday off as a ___________ for the ___________.” – New York Times
A) cold-blooded - drunk
B) battle - victory
C) reward - terrified
D) victory - drunk
E) reward - victory

Question 10

Marks: 0,5
“Terrified” is an adjective which means:

A) to be given a better job
B) having no emotions or sympathy for other people
C) success in defeating an army
D) affected by alcohol in a way that changes a person’s behavior
E) really frightened

Question 11
Marks: 0,5
Dexter is portrayal of a _________________ killer. This series is not appropriate for teenagers.
A) cold-blooded
B) terrified
C) promoted
D) drunk
E) victory
Question 12

Marks: 0,5
The meaning of “crafted” is:

A) an art requiring special skill, especially manual skill; detailed.
B) being very terrified, frightened by something that you are afraid of.
C) an event promoted by the king and his family.
D) a crown made by rich wood and coal.
E) a person’s destiny according to witches.
Question 13
Marks: 0,6
The Lion King is a popular Broadway musical adapted from the 1994 film. Complete its theme song,
“Circle of life”, with the help of the tips below:

A) It is the opposite of the verb to leave.

E) It is the opposite of the adjective low.

B) The Past Participle of the verb to see.

F) It is the opposite of the adjective big.

C) The Past Participle of the verb to do.
D) The Past Participle of the verb to find.
Question 14

Marks: 0,8

Complete the sentences with infinitive (to + verb) or gerund (verb-ing):

A) My sister recommended _______________________ (watch) “The Fosters” but I decided
________________________ (see) “Atypical”.

B) The headmaster hopes ________________________ (get) the prize for his project but
everybody only expects ___________________________ (be) accepted in the University.
Question 15
MATCH the pictures and the kinds of stages:

Marks: 0,6

(

) Proscenium

(

) Arena / Stadium

(

) Black box

1

2

3

Question 16
Marks: 0,5
Look at the picture. It is a thrust stage. Choose the best definition of this kind of stage:
A thrust stage is…
(
) also known as a platform stage or
open stage. It is one that extends into the
audience on three sides and is connected to
the backstage area by its upstage end.
(
) the one which has a centered
playing area with people all around, making
a circle.
(
) also known as main stage. It is one
that has an arch between the backstage and
the playing area. The playing area is straight
and in front of the audience, which gets higher as it goes toward the last line of the house.
Question 17
Marks: 0,5
You are going to read a review on the play The Importance of being Earnest, written in 1895. Then,
answer the questions:

A) Match the paragraphs and the type of information they present.
1.
2.

The performance of the actors
The plot

(
(

) First paragraph
) Third paragraph

3.
4.

The author of the play
The company responsible for the play

(
(

) Third, seventh and eighth paragraphs
) Fourth, fifth and sixth paragraphs

B) What’s the reviewer’s impression of the performers in the play?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Question 18

Marks: 1,0

Complete the sentences using the expressions you have taught and learned in class. Remember:
sometimes you have to change the verbs! There are three extra expressions. Don’t use the same
expression more than once.
had better - should - have to - be supposed to - need to - must - not be allowed to - let

24% of all fatalities occur at home.
You

not be there.

